
NOVA G3 woodturning chuck

A high power geared chuck ideal for the lathes up to 360mm/14" diameter swing
 Precision machined 1045 high tensile steel body with open back for easy cleaning
 Hardened geared action delivers incredible smooth strength, 2 year warranty
 Lightweight, body length of only 45mm, minimal overhang
 Places far less load on the lathe’s spindle and bearings for solid, vibration-free turning
 Single handed operation and fast, positive location
 Auto Safety Stop feature prevents the jaw slides protruding past the chuck body

The NOVA G3 chuck is the ideal chuck for smaller lathes with up to 360mm/14" diameter swing. It provides a high power geared chuck
option for the majority of smaller lathes. The 80mm diameter G3 is lightweight and, with a body length of only 45mm, overhang is
minimised. This makes the G3 perfect for smaller lathe spindles. Less overhang places far less load on the lathe’s spindle and bearings,
making for smoother running and helps to extend the working life of the bearings.The precision machined 1045 high tensile steel body
features an open back for easy cleaning. The hardened geared action delivers incredible smooth strength, offering solid, vibration-free
turning. Requiring only one hand to operate the chuck key allows the other hand to hold the work in position. With its fast, positive
location more time is spent turning and less time spent preparing. The Auto Safety Stop feature prevents the jaw slides from protruding
past the chuck body.The G3 takes the full range of NOVA accessory jaws. However, please note that NOVA do not recommend some of
their larger accessory jaws for use on the NOVA G3 chuck. For more information, consult your NOVA Accessory Jaw Manual or the NOVA
Accessory web pages.

Fully assembled chuck body and jaw slides. Supplied with a Safe Lock™ Woodworm Screw, manual, fastenings, storage box, T-bar chuck
key and a set of 50mm/2" jaws.
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Price
Nova G3 Insert type - REQUIRES ADDITIONAL INSERT TO BE PURCHASED (BRI 101175 / 104468 / 48202) (Product reference 4744-10106) £89.99
Nova G3 Direct thread - M33 (BRI 101178 / 104469 / 48215) (Product reference 4744-10107) £80.96
Nova G3 Direct thread - 3/4" x 16tpi (BRI 101179 / 104470 / 48201) (Product reference 4744-10108) £80.96
Nova G3 Direct thread - 1" x 8tpi (BRI 101180 / 104471 / 48200) (Product reference 4744-10109) £80.96
Reversible chuck - 1" 8 LHRH SUITABLE FOR COMET II LATHE (BRI 101181 / 104472 / 48232) (Product reference 4744-10110) £80.96
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